Background: To assess the association between tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-a) G308A, G238A and C863T polymorphisms and hepatitis B virus related hepatocellular carcinoma (HBV-HCC) susceptibility.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), a type of hepatocyte epithelial tumor, is the sixth most common cancer and the third-leading cause of cancer related death worldwide. [1] [2] [3] And with lack of effective therapy in most HCC patients, a poor prognosis with a 5-year survival rate of 5% in developing countries is reported. [2, 4] Etiologically, carcinogenesis of HCC is a complex, multistep and multifactor process, in which chronic infection with hepatitis B virus (HBV) or hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the most wellestablished environmental risk factor for HCC worldwide. [5] However, out of these 2 causative agents, HBV is regarded as the predominant causative factor of HCC. This is primarily due to its role in induction of chronic inflammation, which develops through the action of various inflammatory mediators. [6] Among inflammatory mediators, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a), a potent pleiotropic proinflammatory cytokine involved in the growth, differentiation and cellular function, plays an essential role and has been implicated in inflammation-associated tumors. [7] [8] [9] Several polymorphisms (G308A, G238A, C863A, C857T, T1031C) in TNF-a promoter region are confirmed to influence the expression of TNF-a under genetic controls at the transcription and posttranscription levels. [10] [11] [12] [13] And TNF-a polymorphisms have been reported to be associated with breast cancer, [14] non-Hodgkin lymphoma, [15] prostate cancer, [16] uterine endometrial cancer, [17] and gastric carcinoma. [18] In recent years, a number of studies investigated the possible association of TNF-a polymorphisms with HCC but controversies exist, especially between TNF-a polymorphisms and hepatitis B virus related hepatocellular carcinoma (HBV-HCC) risk. There are 2 meta-analyses conducted by Yang et al [19] and Wei et al, [20] and they all reported that GA/AA of G308A in TNFa is correlated with increased risk of HCC; and Yang et al [19] also reported G238A of TNF-a polymorphism is not associated with HCC. While 2 meta-analyses conducted later by Tian et al [21] and Cheng et al [22] showed inconsistent results. As all these metaanalyses did not focus on the relationship between TNF-a polymorphism and HBV-HCC, and different controls in control group might also influence the results. We apply the methods of evidence-based medicine to evaluate and analyze the documented studies of G308A, G238A, C863A polymorphisms of TNF-a and HBV-HCC so as to provide a more systematic and comprehensive assessment of their associations.
Materials and methods

Inclusion criteria
All the studies included into this meta-analysis must meet the following criteria: case-control studies investigated the association of G308A, G238A, or C863T of TNF-a with HBV-HCC; original studies provided sufficient data that could be extracted and used to calculate odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI); the cases must be HBV-HCC and controls are HBV carriers, spontaneously recovers from HBV or healthy individuals, and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) in the control group should be confirmed. HBV carrier were the person with HBsAg positive for a period of 6 months or more but with normal levels of transaminases, were HBeAg negative or antiHBe positive, had serum HBV DNA levels less than 10 5 copies/ mL and had no clinical symptoms of liver disease along with no radiological evidence of cirrhosis or varices on endoscopy.
Exclusion criteria
The study where cases are not definitely restricted to HBV-HCC.
Repeat publications, sample size < 10 and studies were only reported superficially, such as in the form of an abstract.
The studies in which the full text or main data could not be obtained.
Gray literature that was unpublished.
Literature search strategy
We performed an electronic search of PubMed (1966 to September 2016), ScienceDirect Online (1995 to September 2016), Wiley online library (2010 to September 2016) for case-control studies evaluating the relationship of G308A, G238A, or C863A of TNF-a and HBV-HCC. The search keywords were used with different combinations with both medical subject headings terms and text words: "hepatitis B virus" or "HBV" or "liver cancer" or "hepatocellular carcinoma" or "HCC" or "hepatitis B virus related virus hepatocellular carcinoma" or "HBV-HCC" plus "tumor necrosis factor-alpha" or "TNF-a" or "polymorphism" or "G308A" or "G238A" or "C863T" or "variant." Publication date was not restricted in our search. Reference lists of the included studies and supplemental materials were checked manually to further identify related studies. The approval by an institutional review board is not required because this study was based on published studies.
Selection of studies
Two reviewers (QX and PC) independently screened the title, abstract, and keywords of each article retrieved. Full-text papers were screened for further assessment if the information given suggested that the study fulfilled the inclusion criteria and did not meet the exclusion criteria. Discrepancies were settled by discussion and consensus with all the authors.
Data extraction
The following information was independently extracted from the identified studies by 3 reviewers (BQF, ZZL, and WW) using a standard form with first author's surname 
Data synthesis and analysis
The significance for 5 genetic models (allele, dominant, recessive, codominant, and super-dominant genetic models) was evaluated for each study separately. All the associations were indicated as ORs with the corresponding 95% CI. Based on the individual ORs, a pooled OR was estimated. Subgroup analysis was also performed by stratifying control group and ethnicity. Fixedeffects model [23] or the random-effects model [24] of meta-analysis was chosen according to the results of heterogeneity tests among individual studies by StataSE12.0 (StataCorp LP). The significance of the pooled OR was determined using the Z test and Pvalue less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Heterogeneity assumption was assessed by Cochran Q statistic [25] and I 2 statistic. The heterogeneity was considered statistically significant if P < 0.10. The random-effects model (if P < 0.05 and I 2 > 60%) or the fixed-effects model (if P ≥ 0.05 and I 2 < 60%) was used to pool the ORs. Sensitivity analyses were made to determine whether the results were robust and evaluate the sources of heterogeneity. Egger test and Begg test were used to evaluate the publication bias, which was considered when P < 0.05. Figure 1 shows detailed information for study selection. Thirtysix case-control studies about HCC and G308A, G238A, or C863T of TNF-a were obtained. But only 12 case-control studies [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] focusing on HBV-HCC were included in this metaanalysis with 1580 HBV-HCC cases, 2033 HBV carrier controls, Table 1 and the detailed information of pooled OR values for all primary studies displayed in Supplementary 1, http://links.lww.com/MD/ B446. Of these studies, 10 studies with 1385 cases and 3079 controls reported an association between TNF-a G308A polymorphism and risk of HBV-HCC, and 6 studies with 608 cases and 1967 controls reported the effect of TNF-a G238A polymorphism on the risk of HBV-HCC, and 5 studies with 558 cases and 1422 controls reported the effect of TNF-a C863T polymorphism on the risk of HBV-HCC.
Results
TNF-a G308A polymorphism on risk of HBV-HCC
The number of cases for GA and AA genotypes was reported together in the study by Niro et al, [35] which could only be used for dominant-model analysis (GA/AA vs GG). Table 2 shows the results of pooled analyses. As I 2 standing for the heterogeneity among studies for all models was less than 60% and P-value for the heterogeneity was more than 0.05, thus fixed-effects models were applied. When the controls were all healthy individuals, the A allele of TNF-a G308A polymorphism was significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC (OR = 1.416, 95% CI = 1.108-1.810, P = 0.005) (Fig. 2) . And the estimated ORs for AA versus GG and GA versus GG were 2.483 (P = 0.010) and 1.383 (P = 0.032), thus a dominant genetic model was suggested to be used. Therefore, the GA/AA genotypes of TNF-a G308A polymorphism was significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC (OR = 1.381, 95% CI = 1.048-1.820, P = 0.022) (Fig. 3) . But when the controls were all HBV carriers, only AA versus GG of TNF-a G308A was significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC (OR = 2.773, 95% CI = 1.107-6.945, P = 0.030) and when compared to HBV SR controls, TNF-a G308A was not significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC. As shown in Table 3 , subgroup analyses stratified by ethnicity found GA/AA genotypes of TNF-a G308A polymorphism was not significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC in Asian and Caucasian, but there was a trend for AA/GA genotypes of TNF-a G308A polymorphism to increase the incidence of HBV-HCC with a Pvalue of 0.061. Begg tests and Egger tests for publication bias revealed that there was no any obvious evidence of publication bias, which could be seen in Table 2 .
TNF-a G238A polymorphism on risk of HBV-HCC
Similar to the TNF-a G238A polymorphism, the numbers of cases for GA and AA genotypes were reported together in the study by Niro et al, [35] which could only be used for dominantmodel analysis (GA/AA vs GG). Table 2 shows the results of the TNF-a G238A polymorphism on risk of HBV-HCC. As I 2 standing for the heterogeneity among studies for all models was less than 60% and P-value for the heterogeneity was more than 0.05, thus fixed-effects models were applied. When the controls were all healthy individuals, only AA versus GG of TNF-a G238A polymorphism was significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC (OR = 4.776, 95% CI = 1.280-17.819, P = 0.020) (Fig. 4) . When the controls were all HBV carriers, only A versus G of TNF-a G238A was significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC (OR = 2.227, 95% CI = 1.123-4.417, P = 0.022) and when HBV-HCC = hepatitis B virus related hepatocellular carcinoma, PCR = polymerase chain reaction, RFLP = restriction fragment length polymorphism, SNP = single nucleotide polymorphism, SR = spontaneously recovered, SSP = sequence-specific primer, VNTR = variable number of tandem repeats.
Xiao et al. com compared to HBV SR controls, TNF-a G238A was not significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC. As shown in Table 3 , subgroup analyses stratified by ethnicity found A versus G of TNF-a G308A polymorphism was significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC in Asian but not in Caucasian, while there was only 1 article in each subgroup. Begg tests and Egger tests for publication bias revealed that there was no any obvious evidence of publication bias, which could be seen in Table 2 . Table 2 Pooled risk estimates for TNF-a G308A, G238A, and C863T polymorphisms and HBV-HCC stratified by control group. 
P-value
TNF-a C863T polymorphism on risk of HBV-HCC
As the numbers of cases for CT and TT genotypes were reported together in the study by Niro et al, [35] only dominant-model analysis (CT/TT vs CC) could be used for the study by Niro et al. Table 2 also shows the results of the TNF-a C863T polymorphism on risk of HBV-HCC. As I 2 standing for the heterogeneity among studies for some models was more than 60% and P-value for the heterogeneity was less than 0.05, thus random-effects models were applied. The model of CT versus CC of TNF-a C863A polymorphism was significantly associated with risk of HBV-HCC. Whenever the controls were healthy individuals (OR = 1.895, 95% CI = 1.229-2.923, P = 0.004), HBV carriers (OR = 1.631, 95% CI = 1.181-2.255, P = 0.003) or HBV SR controls (OR = 2.841, 95% CI = 1.381-5.844, P = 0.005) (Fig. 5) .
Meanwhile the dominant-model analysis (CT/TT vs CC) also revealed significant association between the TNF-a C863T and risk of HBV-HCC (Fig. 6) . As heterogeneity was found in the statistical analyses, we did sensitivity analyses to evaluate the sources of heterogeneity. We found that heterogeneity between studies was mainly caused by the study conducted by Kummee et al, and after this study was excluded, there was no longer any evidence of significant heterogeneity. As shown in Table 3 , subgroup analyses found CT/TT versus CC of TNF-a G308A polymorphism and risk of HBV-HCC did not differ substantially according to ethnicity. Begg tests and Egger tests for publication bias revealed that there was no any obvious evidence of publication bias, which could be seen in Table 2 .
Discussion
The tumorigenesis of HCC, a complex and multifactor process, was found to correlate with many environmental factors. [38] [39] [40] Among which chronic infection with HBV is the most wellestablished environmental risk factor for HCC worldwide. However, a little part of HBsAg carriers eventually develop HCC. [41] And an interaction of environmental factors and genetic predisposition had been shown by Yu et al [42] in the development of HCC. Various studies have shown that TNF-a, a potent proinflammatory and immunomodulatory cytokine, [43] exerts an antiviral effect with profoundly suppressing HBV gene expression in infected hepatocytes noncytolytically. Literature has shown that several functional SNPs in the TNF-a promoter region were reported to influence the TNF-a constitutive and inducible expression levels. [44, 45] Until recently, there are many studies performed to explore the association between TNF-a polymorphisms and HCC risk and Table 3 Pooled risk estimates for TNF-a G308A, G238A, and C863T polymorphisms and HBV-HCC stratified by ethnicity. several meta-analyses were conducted to investigate the association between TNF-a polymorphisms (G308A, G238A, C863T) and HCC. While, all these meta-analyses did not focus on the relationship between TNF-a polymorphism and HBV-HCC patients or HBV infection recovered patients and controversies exist. Thus, clarifying the independent role of each polymorphism on HBV and HCC should be quite necessary. Our data showed that the variant genotypes AA/AG of G308A were associated with an increased HBV-HCC risk when compared to all healthy individuals. And this result might be biologically credible considering the function of TNF-a in inflammation and tumor development. While, there was no obvious association in studies which the controls were HBV carriers (thought AA vs GG of G308A was correlated with increased HBV-HCC, credibility is not high because there were only 3 studies) and SR controls. Thus, HBV infection seemed to be a more important factor for tumorigenesis of HCC than genetic predisposition in G308A of TNF-a, and the association between G308A of TNF-a polymorphisms and HCC in HBV-free patients should be conducted to confirm our result.
The previous results conduct on G238A polymorphism of TNF-a and HCC risk were different. Contrary to the previous finding made by Yang et al, [19] which showed no significant, 3 meta-analyses conducted by Wei et al, [20] Cheng et al, [22] and Tian et al [21] showed that there was a significant association between TNF-a 238 G/A polymorphism and increased risk of liver cancer under A versus G, AG versus GG, and AA/AG versus GG models. As the meta-analysis of Yang et al [19] included only 5 studies for G238A polymorphism of TNF-a and HCC, the association between G238A polymorphism of TNF-a and increased HCC risk seems robust. In the present studies, 6 studies were included to investigate the association between G238A polymorphism of TNF-a and HBV-HCC risk, and our finding is almost different. Our result showed that only AA versus GG of G238A was correlated with increased HBV-HCC when controls were healthy individuals, and only A versus G of G238A was correlated with increased HBV-HCC when controls were HBV carriers. There were several factors might contribute to these discrepancies. Firstly, the HCC patients in our metaanalysis were all related to HBV. Secondly, the controls were classified to healthy individuals, HBV carriers and HBV SR controls, not just noncancers. Finally, the number of studies in which the controls were HBV carriers or HBV SR controls was too few to obtain credible Results.
We also found 5 studies that had examined the association between TNF-a C863T polymorphisms and HBV-HCC. The pooled result showed that TNF-a C863T polymorphisms were associated with increased HBV-HCC risk in a heterozygous comparison (CT vs CC) and dominant model (CT/TT vs CC) whenever the controls were healthy individuals, HBV carriers and HBV SR controls. Previous studies demonstrated that allele A of TNF-a C863T was associated with increased circulating TNFa levels in response to HBV infection, [13, 46] which could activate nuclear factor kB (NF-kB). NF-kB was a nuclear transcription factor that regulated expression of proinflammatory genes that were associated with hepatic inflammation and hepatic fibrosis. [47, 48] Thus the conclusion was assumed that the interaction between TNF-a C863T polymorphisms and HBV infection might be associated with increased HCC risk. As studies investigating TNF-a C863T polymorphisms and HBV-HCC were not enough, this assumption might be interpreted with caution and more studies are needed, thought the statistical results for detecting bias did not show publication bias. However, there were several inevitable study limitations should be interpreted after taking into consideration. Firstly, there was language limitation as current meta-analysis only contains English literature with some articles possibly published in other languages and not accessible to the international journals. Secondly, our results were all based on unadjusted ORs, while a more precise estimation should take into account the effect of multiple confounders such as specific environmental and lifestyle factors on the association. Thirdly, the number of studies and the number of subjects in the studies included in the metaanalysis were small. This might not have enough power to explore the associations between TNF-a C863T polymorphisms and HBV-HCC. So further studies estimating the effect of haplotypes, covariants of more risk polymorphisms, and gene--environment interactions about HCC should be conducted.
In summary, this meta-analysis and systemic review investigated the association of TNF-a G308A, G238A, and C863T polymorphisms and HBV-HCC susceptibility. Our novel data demonstrated that AA genotype in TNF-a G308A and TNF-a G238A and CA genotype in TNF-a C863T may increase HBV-HCC risk. Therefore, HBV infection seemed to be a more important factor for tumorigenesis of HCC than genetic predisposition in G308A of TNF-a, and interaction between TNF-a C863T polymorphisms and HBV infection might be associated with increased HCC risk.
